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Abstract. We present the latest lattice QCD results for baryon interactions obtained at
nearly physical quark masses. N f = 2 + 1 nonperturbatively O(a)-improved Wilson
quark action with stout smearing and Iwasaki gauge action are employed on the lattice of
(96a)4 ' (8.1fm)4 with a−1 ' 2.3 GeV, where mpi ' 146 MeV and mK ' 525 MeV. In this
report, we study the two-nucleon systems and two-Ξ systems in 1S 0 channel and 3S 1-3D1
coupled channel, and extract central and tensor interactions by the HAL QCD method.
We also present the results for the NΩ interaction in 5S 2 channel which is relevant to the
NΩ pair-momentum correlation in heavy-ion collision experiments.
1 Introduction
In quest of the coherent unification of physics in different hierarchies, the baryon interactions serve
as “the bridge from quarks to nuclei and cosmos” (particle-, nuclear- and astro- physics) [1]. Nuclear
forces and hyperon forces govern the properties of (hyper) nuclei, and have been the subject of inten-
sive theoretical/experimental investigations. These interactions also play a crucial role in the equation
of state (EoS) of high dense matter, which is realized at the core of neutron stars. The recent observa-
tion of the binary neutron star merger [2, 3], which opens the new era of multi-messenger astronomy,
certainly adds new urgency to the determination of baryon interactions.
In view of the importance of the first-principles calculations of baryon forces, we started the first
realistic lattice QCD (LQCD) calculation of baryon interactions at nearly physical quark masses about
two years ago, where the interaction kernels (so-called “potentials”) are determined by the HAL QCD
method [4, 5]. New challenges which are inherent in multi-baryon systems on a lattice are overcome
by novel theoretical/algorithmic developments, most notably by (i) the time-dependent formalism of
the HAL QCD method [6], (ii) the extension to coupled channels systems [7] and (iii) the unified
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Figure 1. Illustrative figure for the complementary role of lattice QCD and experiments in the determination of
baryon forces. Lattice QCD has a special strength to predict interactions in larger strangeness |S | sectors, where
experimental information is scare.
contraction algorithm [8]. In particular, time-dependent HAL QCD method enables us to extract
baryon interactions without relying on the ground state saturation [6]. This is the indispensable feature
for a reliable LQCD calculation of baryon interactions, since a typical excitation energy in multi-
baryon systems is one to two orders of magnitude smaller than O(ΛQCD) due to the existence of elastic
excited states. This is in contrast to the traditional approach (so-called “direct” calculations [9–11]),
which relies on the ground state saturation and thus is generally unreliable [12–14]. The existence of
uncontrolled systematic errors in the results of the previous direct calculations was explicitly exposed
by the “sanity (consistency) check” proposed in Ref. [13].
Our aim in this first physical point calculation is the comprehensive determination of two-baryon
interactions from the strangeness S = 0 to −6 (nuclear forces and hyperon forces) in parity-even chan-
nels. As is well known, the statistical fluctuations in LQCD are smaller (larger) for larger (smaller)
quark masses, and thus the results have better precision in larger strangeness |S | sector. On the other
hand, an experiment in larger |S | sector is more difficult due to the short life time of hyperons. There-
fore, LQCD studies and experiments are complementary with each other in the determination of
baryon forces (See Fig. 1). Our LQCD prediction on the “most strange dibaryon” (ΩΩ) system is
already available in Ref. [15].
In this paper, we present the latest LQCD results for two-Ξ (ΞΞ) forces (S = −4) and two-nucleon
(NN) forces (S = 0) in parity-even channel, updating our previous results [16]. Central forces are ex-
tracted in 1S 0 channel, and central and tensor forces are obtained in 3S 1-3D1 coupled channel analysis.
The results for other interactions between two octet baryons are presented in Refs. [17]. Interactions
between decuplet and octet baryon also attract great interest and we have found that the NΩ system
in 5S 2 channel is attractive strong enough to form a bound state at heavy quark masses [18]. In this
report, we present the first physical point results of the NΩ (5S 2) interaction, which can be examined
through the NΩ correlation in relativistic heavy-ion collision [19].
2 Formalism
In the HAL QCD method, the key quantity is the equal-time Nambu-Bethe-Salpeter (NBS) wave
function. In the case of the NN system, for instance, it is defined by φNNW (~r) ≡ 1/ZN ·
〈0|N(~r, 0)N(~0, 0)|NN,W〉in, where N is the nucleon operator with its wave-function renormaliza-
tion factor
√
ZN and |NN,W〉in denotes the asymptotic in-state of the NN system at the total en-
ergy of W = 2
√
k2 + m2N with the asymptotic momentum k, and we consider the elastic region,
W < Wth = 2mN +mpi. The most important property of the NBS wave function is that the information
of the phase shift δl(k) (l: the orbital angular momentum) is encoded in the asymptotic behavior at
r ≡ |~r| → ∞ as φNNW (~r) ∝ sin(kr − lpi/2 + δl(k))/(kr). Exploiting this feature, one can define non-
Figure 2. ΞΞ central force VC(r) in 1S 0 (I = 1)
channel obtained at t = 16 − 18.
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Figure 3. ΞΞ phase shifts in 1S 0 (I = 1) channel
obtained at t = 16 − 18.
local but energy-independent potential, UNN(~r,~r′), which is faithful to the phase shifts through the
Schrödinger equation [4–6], (ENNW − H0)φNNW (~r) =
∫
d~r′UNN(~r, ~r′)φNNW (~r′), where H0 = −∇2/(2µ) and
ENNW = k
2/(2µ) with the reduced mass µ = mN/2.
Generally speaking, the NBS wave function can be extracted from the four-point correlator,
GNN(~r, t) ≡ ∑~R〈0|(N(~R + ~r)N(~R))(t) (NN)(t = 0)|0〉, by isolating the contribution from each energy
eigenstate (most typically by the ground state saturation with t → ∞). Such a procedure, however,
is practically almost impossible, due to the existence of nearby elastic scattering states. In fact, the
typical excitation energy is as small as O(1)−O(10) MeV, which is estimated by the empirical binding
energies and/or the discretization in spectrum by the finite volume, ∼ (2pi/L)2/mN . Correspondingly,
ground state saturation requires t & O(10) − O(100) fm, which is far beyond reach considering that
signal/noise (S/N) is exponentially degraded in terms of t.
This fundamental problem inherent in multi-baryon systems on a lattice can be overcome by the
time-dependent HAL QCD method [6], in which the signal of UNN(~r, ~r′) is extracted even from elastic
excited states, using the energy-independence of UNN(~r, ~r′). More specifically, the following “time-
dependent” Schrödinger equation holds even without the ground state saturation,(
− ∂
∂t
+
1
4mN
∂2
∂t2
− H0
)
RNN(~r, t) =
∫
d~r′UNN(~r, ~r′)RNN(~r′, t), (1)
where RNN(~r, t) ≡ GNN(~r, t)e2mN t. While it is still necessary to suppress the contaminations from
inelastic states, it can be fulfilled by much easier condition, t & (Wth − W)−1 ∼ O(1) fm. This is in
contrast to the direct calculations [9–11] which inevitably rely on the ground state saturation: They
are generally unreliable due to the fake (mirage) plateau identification [12–14], and explicit evidences
of the uncontrolled systematic errors were also exposed by the “sanity (consistency) check” given
in [13].
3 Lattice QCD setup
N f = 2 + 1 gauge configurations are generated on the 964 lattice with the Iwasaki gauge action at
β = 1.82 and nonperturbatively O(a)-improved Wilson quark action with csw = 1.11 and APE stout
smearing with α = 0.1, nstout = 6. About 2000 trajectories are generated after the thermalization, and
preliminary studies show that a−1 ' 2.333 GeV (a ' 0.0846 fm) and mpi ' 146 MeV, mK ' 525 MeV.
The lattice size, La ' 8.1 fm, is sufficiently large to accommodate two baryons on a box. For further
details on the gauge configuration generation, see Ref. [20].
Figure 4. ΞΞ central force VC(r) (left) and tensor force VT (r) (right) in 3S 1-3D1 (I = 0) channel obtained at
t = 16 − 18.
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Figure 5. ΞΞ phase shifts in effective 3S 1 (I = 0) channel
obtained at t = 16 − 18.
The measurements of NBS correlators are performed at the unitary point, where the block
solver [21] is used for the quark propagator and unified contraction algorithm [8] is used for the
contraction. The computation for the measurements (including I/O) achieves ∼ 25% efficiency, or
∼ 65 TFlops sustained on 2048 nodes of K computer. We employ wall quark source with Coulomb
gauge fixing, where the periodic (Dirichlet) boundary condition is used for spacial (temporal) direc-
tions and forward and backward propagations are averaged to reduce the statistical fluctuations. We
pick 1 configuration per each 5 trajectories, and we make use of the rotation symmetry to increase the
statistics. The total statistics for NN and ΞΞ systems amounts to 414 configurations × 4 rotations × 72
wall sources binned by 46 configurations, and one for NΩ system is 200 configurations × 4 rotations
× 48 wall sources binned by 10 configurations.
Baryon forces are determined in 1S 0 and 3S 1-3D1 channels for NN and ΞΞ and in 5S 2 channel for
NΩ. We perform the velocity expansion [5] in terms of the non-locality of potentials, and obtain the
leading order potentials, i.e., central and tensor forces. NΩ (5S 2) interaction is obtained neglecting
the couplings to two octet baryons (e.g., ΛΞ) which are kinematically suppressed by the D-wave
nature. In this preliminary analysis shown below, the term which corresponds to the relativistic effects
(∂2/∂t2-term in Eq. (1)) is neglected.
4 ΞΞ systems (S = −4 channel)
We first present the results for the ΞΞ system in 1S 0 (iso-triplet) channel. This channel belongs to the
27-plet in flavor SU(3) classification as does the NN(1S 0) system. Since the “dineutron” (NN(1S 0))
Figure 6. NN central force VC(r) in 1S 0 (I = 1) channel obtained at t = 8 − 11.
is nearly bound due to the strong attraction, it has been a long standing question whether or not the
27-plet interaction with the SU(3) breaking effects forms a bound ΞΞ(1S 0) state [22].
Shown in Fig. 2 is the LQCD result for the central force VC(r) in the ΞΞ(1S 0) channel. We
observe a clear signal of the mid- and long-range attraction as well as the repulsive core at short-
range, resembling the phenomenological potential in NN(1S 0) system. Within statistical fluctuations,
the results are found to be consistent with each other in the range t = 16 − 18, which suggests that
the contaminations from inelastic excited states are suppressed and higher-order terms in the velocity
expansion are small. In Fig. 3, we show the phase shifts in terms of the center-of-mass energy. It is
found that the interaction is strongly attractive at low energies, while it is not sufficient to form a bound
ΞΞ(1S 0) state. Such a strong attraction may be observed by, e.g., heavy-ion collision experiments.
We next consider the ΞΞ system in 3S 1-3D1 (iso-singlet) coupled channel. This channel belongs to
the 10-plet in flavor SU(3), a unique representation with hyperon degrees of freedom. By solving the
coupled channel Schrödinger equation, the central and tensor forces are obtained, which are shown in
left and right panels in Fig. 4, respectively. The strong repulsive core is observed in the central force,
which can be understood from the viewpoint of the quark Pauli blocking effect [5, 23]. There also
exists an indication of a weak attraction at mid range which may reflect the effect of small attractive
one-pion exchange potential (OPEP). The ΞΞ tensor force is found to be weaker with an opposite
sign compared to the NN tensor force (right panel of Fig. 7). This could be understood by the phe-
nomenological one-boson exchange potentials, where η gives weaker and positive tensor forces and pi
gives much weaker and negative tensor forces. We also calculate the effective central potential in 3S 1
channel by solving the (S-wave) single channel Schrödinger equation. The effects of the tensor force
are implicitly included as 3S 1 → 3D1 → 3S 1. The corresponding phase shifts in effective 3S 1 channel
are given in Fig. 5, which reflect the repulsive nature of the interaction.
5 NN systems (S = 0 channel)
We present the results for the NN system in 1S 0 (iso-triplet) channel. In Fig. 6, we show the central
force VC(r) obtained at t = 8 − 11. While the results suffer from large statistical fluctuations, the
repulsive core at short-range is clearly observed. Its magnitude is more enhanced compared to that
in ΞΞ(1S 0), which can be understood from the one-gluon exchange picture. We also observe that the
potential is attractive at mid- and long-range, resembling the phenomenological potential as OPEP.
In order to suppress the contaminations from inelastic states, it is desirable to take larger t, while the
statistical fluctuations become larger. Further studies with larger statistics are currently underway.
Figure 7. NN central force VC(r) (left) and tensor force VT (r) (right) in 3S 1-3D1 (I = 0) channel obtained at
t = 8 − 11.
We next consider the 3S 1-3D1 (iso-singlet) channel. In the left and right panels of Fig. 7, we
show the central force VC(r) and tensor force VT (r), respectively. The most notable observation is the
strong tensor force with the long-range tail structure. Compared to the lattice tensor forces obtained
with heavier quark masses [5], the range of interaction is found to be longer. In the central force,
the repulsive core at short-range as well as mid- and long-range attraction are observed. Compared
to the results of NN (1S 0) channel, there is a tendency that the interaction is more attractive. Note
that the results at larger t are more reliable since the contaminations from inelastic states are more
suppressed. The calculation of phase shifts with larger statistics is in progress. In comparison to
the empirical phase shifts, it is also interesting to study the effect of the heavier pion mass in this
simulation (mpi ' 146 MeV).
6 NΩ system (S = −3 channel)
We show the results of NΩ interaction in 5S 2 channel. Shown in Fig. 8 is the central force VC(r)
obtained at t = 11 − 14. It is found that the interaction is attractive at all distances. Note that no
Pauli blocking effect is present between N and Ω. The potential is found to be stable against the
change of t, which implies that the coupling to the two octet baryon systems are suppressed and
higher-order terms in the velocity expansion are small. We calculate the corresponding phase shifts
δ0(k) and present them in the form of k cot δ0(k)/mpi as a function of (k/mpi)2 in Fig. 9. The data are
aligned almost linearly as is expected by the effective range expansion at low energies, where the
intercept at k2 = 0 corresponds to the inverse of the scattering length and the slope corresponds to the
(half of) the effective range. While the statistical fluctuations are still large, the results imply that the
scattering length is negative (in particle physics convention) and the system is bound (compared to the
NΩ threshold). Such a strong attraction can be studied through the NΩ pair-momentum correlation in
heavy-ion collision experiments [19].
7 Summary
We have presented the latest lattice QCD results for baryon interactions at nearly physical quark
masses, mpi ' 146 MeV and mK ' 525 MeV on a large lattice box (96a)4 ' (8.1fm)4. Baryon forces
have been calculated from NBS correlators in the (time-dependent) HAL QCD method. We have
shown preliminary results for ΞΞ, NN and NΩ interactions.
Figure 8. NΩ central force VC(r) in 5S 2 channel
obtained at t = 11 − 14.
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Figure 9. k cot δ0(k)/mpi in NΩ(5S 2) channel ob-
tained at t = 11 − 14.
In the ΞΞ(1S 0) channel, a strong attraction is obtained, although it is not strong enough to form a
bound state. In the ΞΞ (3S 1-3D1) channel, the strong repulsive core exists in the central force. Tensor
force is found to be weak and have an opposite sign compared to the NN tensor force. For NN forces,
the strong tensor force is clearly obtained. Repulsive cores as well as mid- and long-range attrac-
tions have been observed in central forces in both 1S 0 and 3S 1-3D1 channels, where repulsive core in
NN(1S 0) is stronger than ΞΞ(1S 0). In the NΩ(5S 2) channel, the interaction is found to be attractive
at all distances and a bound state (compared to the NΩ threshold) is possibly formed. Strong attrac-
tions observed in ΞΞ(1S 0) and NΩ(5S 2) can be best searched through pair-momentum correlations
in heavy-ion collision experiments. The physical interpretations for these baryon interactions from
the point of view of quark Pauli blocking effect, one-gluon exchange at short distance and one-boson
exchange potentials at mid to long distance are discussed.
The analysis with increased statistics is in progress. In future, it is also important to study baryon
interactions in parity-odd channel including spin-orbit forces [24] and three-baryon forces [25], all of
which have a large impact to determine the EoS of dense matter based on lattice QCD [26].
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